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President's Report:

Postal Reform and Safety Update
-BJ Hansen-

A

t the national level NALC
and USPS continue contract
negotiations. NALC President
Fred Rolando recently spoke to carriers
gathered at our national headquarters
during the West Coast lobby trip.
President Rolando informed us that
negotiations will continue as long as
there is hope of coming to agreement on
key issues.
If you are an NALC E-Activist you
received an important message about
two bipartisan-sponsored postal
reform bills, The Postal Reform Act of
2017 (H.R. 756) and the Postal Service
Financial Improvement Act of 2017
(H.R. 760). Bill sponsors released the
following joint statement, “After more
than nine years and many stalled
efforts,” they said, “leaders in Congress

have come to a bipartisan framework
for postal reform that will put the Postal
Service on a sustainable path. Rather
than dismantle the Postal Service,
our bill will give it the authority and
flexibility to thrive in the 21st century.”
Both measures now will be referred
to the House committees on Ways and
Means and on Energy and Commerce
because of Medicare-related language in
them. These bills moving forward bodes
well for our future and, even though
they aren’t perfect, there is still time in
the process for changes to be made.
If you aren’t an E-Activist sign up today
at NALC.org and make sure you don’t
miss any more important news about
the future of the Postal Service and our
jobs.

Change of Strategy

A

-Secretary-Treasurer Mark Myers-

t the end of February, letter
carriers from Washington,
Oregon, Utah, Idaho and Alaska
joined their brothers and sisters from
California and the other southwestern
states to meet with our legislators in
Washington DC. NALC headquarters
was filled with a large contingent of
carriers there to hear the latest news
about letter carrier issues under the new
administration.
Executive Vice-President, Brian Renfro,
and Chief of Staff, Jim Sauber, presented
the NALC’s outlook for possible postal

reform legislation in the 115th Congress.
With changes in the political landscape
and a more conservative climate in the
capital, the NALC will be making changes
in its strategy to maintain the support that
we have, and will continue reaching out
to those who may not have traditionally
supported letter carrier issues.
Letter carriers in the United States are a
uniquely diverse workforce, working in
very different environments, from ice and
snow-covered streets, to sweltering heat

(Continued on Page 7)

Article 14.1 of our contract says, “It
is the responsibility of management
to provide safe working conditions
in all present and future installations
and to develop a safe working force.
The Union will cooperate with and
assist management to live up to this
responsibility.” Usually this translates
to: If a carrier has an accident of any
kind management will issue discipline
and the union will file a grievance for
the carrier if the steward finds out
about it. I’m not going to claim that
any of that will change tomorrow.
However, some good news in Seattle.
The postmaster and I recently agreed
with the District Safety Task Force
suggestion to increase the number

(Continued on Page 8)

Announcement

At the April Membership meeting
there will be discussion of,
and action regarding, an
endorsement by Branch 79 in the
Seattle City Council race.
There will be a report by the
Legislative Committee and
one or more speakers.

Disclaimer: No endorsement
is binding on any member.
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Branch Meeting Summarized Minutes
March 8th, 2017
-Assistant Secretary-Treasurer Kevin Gottlieb-

President BJ Hansen called the March Branch
meeting to order at 7:00 PM.

•

Chaplain Mats Julin read an inspirational
message.

•

A roll call of officers found all officers present.
Communications: Mark Myers read a few
thank you letters to the branch.
Applications for Membership: Kevin
Gottlieb read the names of 31 new applications
for membership. MSC
No Unfinished Business
No New Business
Officers Recommendation: Motion to
empower delegates to the Washington State
Convention to act on behalf of the branch.
MSC
President BJ Hansen:
•
Presented Jo Ann a service pin for
and a gift as the retired President of
Branch 79
•
Recognized Verglio Casanova who
attended the recent Basic Shop
Steward College.
•
Grievances to date: 590.
•
Fred Rolando’s testimony regarding
Postal Reform is on the back table.
•
Was in DC last week for the lobby
trip.
•
Was there the same day President
Trump addressed Congress.
•
Spoke about the atmosphere in DC
concerning the Presidential address.
•
During lobby trip, Fred Rolando held
a RAP session. Went over some of
the points.
Vice President Chriss Daniels:
•
Names of the students and instructors
to the recent Basic Shop Steward
College were given.
•
Auburn Installation has sent up
the most grievance to date from an
associate office.
•
Spoke about a meeting with Carlos
Salazar.
•
Labor Management meeting in
Bellevue tomorrow.
Business from the Floor:
•
Information was given about the
Labor Chorus having an upcoming

•
•

•
•

fund raiser.
Auxiliary is trying to get up and
running. Also discussion about the
state and national auxiliary.
Exit surveys for CCAs leaving
the Service and the Employee
Engagement program were
discussed.
Mark Myers says that he recently
purged 13 CCAs from the rolls.
A motion to endorse Teresa
Moschetta for Seattle City Council
position 8. Motion was made and
seconded.
There was a talk about a PTF that
was fired and appealed it and got his
job back.
Anti-Trump rally is going on at
Westlake.

Condolence Committee Ron Jilk:
•
Read the names of those who
recently departed. A moment of
silence was observed.
KCLC/WSLC Mark Myers:
•
Mark had no report.
•
Don Bennett talked about unions
planning a May Day event.
•
About upcoming elections and
meetings he has this week.
Organizing Committee Garrett Scott:
•
no report
Good of Order Peggy Cooper:
•
Thanked Mary Bartley for getting
the food for tonight.
Legislative Committee Rick Horner:
•
Spoke about current legislation.
MDA Brian Wiggins & Chriss Daniels:
•
Brian informed the members of
tonight’s MDA drawing prizes.
Scholarship Committee John Sweeney:
•
Deadline for scholarship is April 1,
2017
•

Brian spoke about the State
Scholarship.

Retirement Committee John Sweeney:
•
Retirement Seminar is April 20,
2017.
•
Talked about Social Security
Benefits

(Continued on Page 19)
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Dates to Remember

Shop

Branch Meeting

Stewards
Auburn...........................Sam Dekhytar
Auburn..............................Son Nguyen
Bainbridge Island...............Erika Wales
Ballard..........................Tyson Burchak
Ballard.....................Michelle Holthaus
Ballard...............................Matt Rollins
Bellevue Annex............Jasbinder Aujla
Bellevue Annex...............Sonny Diwan
Bellevue Crossroads......James Maddux
Bellevue Crossroads......Tisha Peterson
Bellevue Main.................Cory Carlson
Bellevue Main................Victor Correa
Bitterlake............................Carol Ford
Bitterlake................................Ron Jilk
Bothell......................Susan Mulholland
Bothell...............................Terry Nixon
Burien.......................George Kelsey III
Columbia................Edward Johnson Jr.
Des Moines..........................John Flynn
Enumclaw...................Steve McMullen
Georgetown...........................JV Cortez
Interbay..............David Kidder-Fincher
Interbay...........................Jose Martinez
Issaquah...............................................
Kirkland.........................Alfredo Dwan
Kirkland.....................Tracy Holzworth
Lake City......................Andrew Forray
Mercer Island.............Rebecca Griffith
Midtown/Seattle..............Jamar Brown
Mill Creek................Angie Shoemaker
Mill Creek.....................Brian Wiggins
North City...........................Bay Young
North City..........................Billy Young
Part-Time Regulars...........Cliff Traylor
Redmond ..................Melissa Sandvick
Redmond...........................Ken Stevens
Renton/Hlds.Deborah Znak-St.Germain
Renton/Hlds.........................................
Renton/Main...................Tracie Bennett
Riverton...........................Dave Heiszler
Riverton.......................Curtis Matthews
Seattle Carrier Annex....Teresa Danning
Seattle Carrier Annex. Enrique Monlina
Seattle Carrier Annex..........................
Skyway.................................Lee Brown
Term Station...................Gerlyn Elaydo
Twin Lakes...................Tawnie Brenner
Twin Lakes....................Kevin Gottlieb
University..........................Will Collins
Wallingford...................Scott Anderson
Wallingford...................Nick Simmons
Wedgwood........................Susan Steele
West Seattle...................Tim Ainsworth
Westwood..............Gonzaldo Gonzales
Westwood.........................Brad Larrsen

Swedish Club
1920 Dexter Ave N
April 12th / 7 pm

Next Month's Meeting
May 10th/ 7 pm
and at each meeting's conclusion:
Drawing for $50 Gift card

Director of Retirees
John Sweeney
206-283-3079
Director of
Insurance
Michael C. Keels
206-380-5971

Retired Club

Hope to See You All!
IHOP
10002 Aurora Ave N
April 18th @ 11:00 AM

Steward Council
Branch 79 Office
210 Queen Anne Ave N
April 26th / 7 pm

Retirement Seminar
Branch 79 Office
April 20th / 7 pm

Gold Card Members
Arthur Ackerman
Darrell Anderson
Larry Austin
Gene Betz
Billy Bigelow
Robert Bigelow
G.R. Blair
Lawrence J. Branze
Frank Burdulis
Richard Byland
George Condon
William Coyner
Eugene Dell
John Dunlap
George Eggler
Ronald Eng
Ronald Engen
Robert Erb
James Farmer, Jr.
Willard Fox
Earl Frank, Jr.
Conrad Gettman
Jack Gummer
Elmer Gunnerson
Francis P. Hennessey

Ron Henry
Danny Hess
Kenneth Hicks
Charles H. Houston
Earlie L. Hudson
Arthur Jenkins
John Janousek
Kenneth Johnston
Jerry Jonason
Richard Klein
Noel Lambert
Frank LaRiviere
Robert Leahy
Donald Lowe
Roy Luquette
Peter Madsen
Michael Mangan
John Martin
Richard McFadden
Robert Michels
Robert McBerry
Lafayette Moore
Wayne Morgan
Ed Morris Jr.
Kenneth Nelson
Gary Nolta

Mike Offield
Larry Olsen
Junji Ono
Eugene Orcutt
Earl Osterberg
John Otis
Charles Owens
Dan Padilla
David Parmelee
David Payne
William Petersen
Robert Peterson
Bernhart Ritscher
Charles Roberts
James Robinson
David Rodger
Don Sanders
Gerald Samson
Donald Shannon
Wayne Sonnenfeld
Griffith Stockwell
Robert Studley
Gerald Swanson
Jimmy Terada
James Wood
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Legislative Corner
-Rick Horner, Legislative Committee ChairThe Social Security Fairness Act of
2017
.

O

n February 21, 2017, H.R. 1205,
the “Social Security Fairness Act
of 2017” was re-introduced into
the House of Representatives by Rodney
Davis (R-IL) and Adam Schiff (D-CA) and
referred to the House Ways and Means
Committee.
H.R. 1205 would repeal the Windfall
Elimination and the Government
Pension Offset provisions of the Social
Security Act. First signed into law by
then President Carter in 1977, the effect
of the GPO was postponed until 1983
when both the GPO and WEP became
effective. Depending on the Social
Security earnings employees may have
had from other employment, the WEP
and GPO may reduce or eliminate those
Social Security insurance benefits for
employees who are eligible for pensions
from jobs where the employer didn’t
contribute to the Social Security Trust
Fund. Also, depending on the situation,
your spousal Social Security benefits
may be reduced as well.

These provisions which reduce
earned benefits are patently unfair
and should be eliminated. Check
out the Legislative Fact Sheet in the
Government Affairs section on the
nalc.org website or contact the Social
Security Administration for more
details. Further, contact your Member
of Congress and respectfully demand
that they co-sponsor and support the
bi-partisan bill H.R. 1205 or thank them
if they already have. Also, Branch 79
Director of Retirees John Sweeney will
be presenting a retirement seminar at
the Branch office on April 20th at 7 pm
and may have more information.
Also, it was reported in the NALC
“The Postal Record” last month that
in response to the delegates at the
2016 National Convention in Los
Angeles passing General Resolution
1, the NALC has been preparing to
sue over the constitutionality of the
Windfall Elimination Provision and
the Government Pension Offset. In
January, NALC attorneys reported to
the Executive Council on the efficacy of
a potential lawsuit. After hearing the
report the Executive Council decided to
move forward with preparations for a

Letters to Jayelyn

A

-Nora Stamper-

s all of you who knew him are
probably aware, last month a
little light went out in the world
with the passing of Lenard Alvarez. He
fought a fierce battle against leukemia,
keeping his chin up and his family close
to him always. He’s leaving behind a
large family, countless friends, and a
beautiful wife and daughter.
Jayelyn, Lenard’s daughter, is not yet
2 years old. Because of her age she
won’t have anywhere near the amount
of memories of her father that she
deserves to have, and I’d like your help
with that. I’ve created a scrapbook and
am beginning to fill it with my own
memories of Lenard - what he was like

lawsuit.

House Resolutions Gaining
Support.

U.S. House of Representatives
resolutions H.Res 15, 28, and 31 have
been gaining more co-sponsors since
my last report. As of this article, H.Res
15 has 151, H.Res 28 has 187 and
H.Res 31 has 141 co-sponsors. Having
a majority of the Members of Congress
co-sponsor these resolutions regarding
maintaining six day delivery, door to
door delivery and restoring delivery
service standards is important for our
effort to move a favorable postal service
reform bill out of Congress. Please
contact your Member of Congress
and ask for their support for these bipartisan resolutions. In solidarity.

See page 13 for our
Washington State
congressional contact
information.

to work with, who he was
You can e-mail me at nora.pugh@gmail.
as a person, how he treated com regular mail me (message me for
others, photos of him, etc.,
my address), call me at 928-210-9144
but I am only one of the
or find me at the Ballard Carrier Annex.
many lives he touched and I want to
I’ll even come to you if need be. I know
include every single person he came
this is a big ask, and I want to thank you
across in the workplace. Lenard had a
in advance for your time.
lot of friends in the Seattle Post Office
and as you think back on him over the
next few weeks, I want to ask you for
the gift of your time and memories.
Please take a moment to contribute to
this project. There is no memory that
is too small, no photo that isn’t worth
sharing with Jayelyn. Every memory
you have to share is a memory of her
dad that she won’t have otherwise. Your
contributions to this will make a world
of difference to a little girl growing up
without her father. She’ll have stories
passed on from friends and family,
of course, but I think that we as coLenard, with daughter Jayelyn and wife Jane
workers can add to that.
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Protect Yourself
-Vice President Chriss Daniels-

I

conducted a station visit at North City a few weeks ago. I
enjoyed meeting the carriers and I hope I was able to take
care of any concerns that were brought to my attention.
I will do my best to conduct future station visits as often as I
can for Seattle and the associate offices.
Sadly, I have already logged in more than 600 grievances
for 2017 and I want to go over with you some of the issues
that are going on in the stations. My hope is to educate all
members in order for you to know when you need to speak
with your Shop Steward.

Discipline is on the rise for unauthorized overtime. One of
them is for the use of unauthorized penalty overtime. Most
carriers work hard and do their best to case and carry their
route in the time frame management expects of them and
sometimes it isn’t enough. To cover yourself in order to
stay out of the spot light, if you believe you will not be able
to complete all duties within an eight hour time frame or
you need auxiliary assistance in order to be off the clock
in eight hours, it is “Your responsibility to verbally inform
management when you are of the opinion that you will be
unable to case all mail distributed to the route, perform other
required duties, and leave on schedule or when you will be
unable to complete delivery of all mail.” (M-41 131.41)
You need to inform management no later than immediately
following the final receipt of mail. You need to request PS
Form 3996, which management is required to provide.
You will then “Complete applicable items on Form 3996,

Good Times

G

-Mary Bartley-

reetings Sisters and Brothers from the great state of
retirement. What a wonderful place it is. One of the
best elements of retirement is time to do things, like go
to the National Convention last year in Los Angeles. (Many
thanks to all of you who voted for me to be a delegate!)
Being in a hall with 5,200 letter carriers from all over the
country was truly amazing. Our president, Fred Rolando,
along with UNI Global Union’s Phillip Jennings, AFL-CIO
president Richard Trumka and United Mine Workers of
America president Cecil Roberts brought the house to its feet
many times with inspiring speeches promoting solidarity of
working people everywhere.
On a more personal note, I was able to take one of the
workshops led by our Director of Retirees, Ron Watson.
He is an energetic, knowledgeable and humorous speaker.
And he made me aware of this very valuable department
of our Union. I had been retired for 2 years and OPM was
still messing up the deductions on my retirement check. It
was recommended that I call the DC office when I got home,
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Carrier-Auxiliary Control, if overtime or auxiliary assistance
is authorized in the office or on the street.” (M-41 131.44)
Management must approve or disapprove the requested
overtime or auxiliary assistance. If disapproved, and they
fail to provide you with auxiliary assistance and fail to give
you any instructions on what to do, then you may have saved
yourself from their thrashing arms and discipline. If, while
on your route, you realize you will not make it back to the
office when expected, call as soon as possible. Don’t forget to
document the phone call even if no one answers the call.

Upon your return to the office, request PS Form 1571 (M-41
442.1). Complete the 1571, recording all mail returned to the
office that was not delivered. (M-41 442.2) Sign the form and
provide to your manager (M-41 442.3). I would also make
a copy for your records. This is especially important due to
management in several offices instructing carriers to return
to the office by a specific time whether the mail and parcels
have been delivered or not. You don’t want to be the one
disciplined for the delay of mail that management is causing.
Lastly, I would like to remind you that employees are
also being disciplined for attendance issues. If you have
a health issue or injury that you believe could be covered
under the protection of FMLA, don’t hesitate to have your
physician complete the forms, and send them in to the FMLA
coordinator. If it is accepted, your absence for that specific
health issue or injury cannot be used against you. Go to the
NALC.org website, under the tab “Workplace Issues” and you
will see “Contract Administration Unit.” Scroll to Contract
Administration Unit and you will find the information and
forms for FMLA.
If you have any questions or concerns, please call the branch
office.

which I did. The retirees office must have friends at OPM
because after struggling with them for 2 YEARS, my problem
was solved within 2 WEEKS of contacting our Union. This is
a truly marvelous resource and one of the best reasons for
staying in the Union after you retire.

Another activity that I now have time for is the NALC
Auxiliary. Originally formed by women interested in letter
carriers because of their relationship with carriers as wives,
daughters, mothers and sisters, the Auxiliary assisted in
gaining favorable legislation to provide better working
conditions for letter carriers. Today the NALCA has expanded
to include friends and relatives as well as spouses of letter
carriers. The basic goal of promoting the interests of letter
carriers and their families remains the same. Here at Branch
79 we are trying to renew the activities of our local NALCA.
Retirees make up a good portion of members. We invite
other retirees as well as friends and relatives to join. It is not
expensive and gives you a great opportunity to support our
letter carriers. For more information on how to join you can
contact me at mebartley2001@yahoo.com or through the
Branch 79 office.
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Reoccurring Nitwits
-Don Nokes-

A

s Yogi Berra said, “It’s like déjà vu
all over again.” As misinformed
management personnel are
repeat offenders and a constant clog
in the grievance procedure. As each
new supervisor gets a million different
mulligans when it comes to contractual
violations, and each spanking new
manager wolfs down a baker’s dozen
“do-over’s” when it comes to getting
things wrong – contractually. No matter
where they have imported them from –
within the installation, within the state,
across the nation; whatever part of the
compass they hail from, they all act like
intergalactic space travelers who have
just stepped onto a new planet. “What
do you mean I can’t work people off
the clock? We did it all the time back
in Smileyberg.” Well, Dorothy, you’re
not in Kansas anymore. I suppose what
irks me most is that a carrier can lose
their job for leaving 3 letters behind at
their case, but these nitwits can leave all
kinds of chaos in their wake and skate
away Scot free. And by chaos, I mean
the continual recycled grievances – that
rat’s nest that fills the Union office. All
those grievances, that Gordian Knotclog, that must be filed and re-filed by
conscientious Shop Stewards trying
to sort out The Mess that is the USPS.
“Whoops, I did it again.” Whoops.
(There’s a moniker dragging more than
a few boondoggles behind it.)

And, of course, there’s always the
expectation that the Shop Stewards
should treat them with kid gloves
while the new guy learns the ropes.
They certainly seem earnest in their
ignorance. “I didn’t know.” If only I had a
nickel for every one of those I heard. Or
“Yes, I can!” Supervisors spouting off as
if they were the commander in chief and
their orders were not to be questioned.
Well, I’m sorry, your eminence, but I’ll
be filing a grievance, and another, and
yet another until you mend your ways. A
manager may be new to the station, but
the contractual rules have been in place
almost ab ovo – meaning a very long,

long time. This is not a dress rehearsal
– the curtain has gone up on your
performance and the reviews are in –
you stink. You have been given the job
of manager or supervisor, you have not
been elected supreme leader – now get
off your high horse and quit breaking
the rules.

“I didn’t know. I was unaware. Back in
Saginaw - I ‘mandatoried’ everybody,
everyday!” However they want to couch
it – when it’s contractually wrong – that
makes it actually wrong! No matter
how you did it back there, back then, or
in your backyard – you don’t get a doover, you don’t get a mulligan, you don’t
get to toss in the cards and claim it’s a
bitter bunch. This is the hand you’ve
been dealt, and part of playing the role
of supervisor or manager is learning
and knowing the contractual rights
and wrongs. “I didn’t know” should
only go for so long, and then it should
be “so long” to Mr. or Ms. Management
person. (Unfortunately, these people
are practically impossible to get rid of.
One can assume that is why they are
continually being placed on these career
carrousels, where they rotate around
and around again through our stations,
like something skewered on a rotisserie
– mystery meat that nobody wants to
touch – revolving on the Barbie. And
yet, here they are, bossing us around
and botching things up - again.)
Sadly, management easily transitions
from their ignorance-and-apology
period to blaming others for their
actions. They drag out that old saw
stating that upper management had
told them they could do whatever
it takes to get the job done. Well, no
you can’t! You have to do whatever is
contractually correct. And so it goes
that year upon year we have a record
setting number of grievances being filed
– making the work of our three full-time
Union officers an ever mind blowing
experience.

April 2017
You can imagine any number of Shop
Stewards asking themselves, “How
do you stop this?” When a manager
violates this week, what he violated
the week before. Does he still get to
claim ignorance? When does ignorance
lapse over into stupidity? Is ignorance
of the law a justifiable defense? It’s not
supposed to be. And how many times
should management be allowed to
throw themselves on the mercy of the
contractual court? How many times
should they be allowed to apply their
own, wrong, interpretations to a rule
violation? Should they be allowed to
continually misconstrue stuff and then
claim clemency because they have the
same dumb idea that they still think
they are right? Interpreting the contract
should not be treated as if you were
auguring out chicken innards in a dust
pit. It’s not the art of divination. God
may not play dice with the universe, but
it appears management’s consistently
rolling the bones when it comes to
contractual interpretations.
Maybe the implementation of an
installation-wide, one-size-fits-all
referendum would do the trick? A
referendum stating that any bit of
contractual numbskull-ery – any
violation anywhere, is a violation
everywhere. Whatever you do, you
pay! Management gets one chance to
get it right and that’s it. One violation
of the ODL; one working a carrier
off their assignment; one deliberate
denial of steward time; one violation
per installation. One violation done
anywhere trips a full-time, across
the installation penalty payment
everywhere. Now, that’s not going to
happen, but how often do these people
get to plead being dumb about what
they do? What’s that saying about
insanity? “Doing the same thing over
and over again and expecting different
results.” I say, a one-size-fits-all penalty
payment referendum would certainly
obtain different results. If they are
serious about wasting delivery-time
on grievances and paperwork, then
management needs to take the lead and
stop repeatedly violating the contract
– over and over again – because it’s
always the same result. It’s time
wasting. (But, the money spends well.)
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(Comic Courtesy of Jack Hayes)

(Change of Strategy from Front)
on congested, urban city streets. And yet,
we also have very much in common with
our brothers and sisters from every corner
in this country. And with that, we have
people who are conservative, others who
are liberal, and all across the spectrum in
between. We have folks who care deeply
for this country, for their customers, and
for the company we work for.
Now is the time for our brothers and
sisters who are constituents of the more
conservative members of Congress to
take part in the process, to let them know
that there are many conservative-minded
letter carriers, and to reach out to them to
support our issues, like maintaining sixday delivery, door-to-door delivery, and
a return to the high service standards that

were in place until recently. For example,
losing six-day delivery would have an
immediate effect on the workforce with
the possibile lay-off of thousands of letter
carriers. That would have repurcussions
all down the line on the mailing industry,
with cutbacks in production and additional
lay-offs in their workforce. The result
is a ripple effect on the US economy
that could lead to lay-offs in many other
sectors as well.

Branch Donations
For the month of December, Branch 79
made donations to:
*Martin Luther King Jr. Celebration
Committee
*Seattle Children’s Foundation
*Refugee Women’s Alliance
*Guitars for Vets
*Times Fund for the Needy
*Millionair Club

If you have a favorite charity or
organization you would like the Branch
It is so important to continue to present
to donate to, please send the Trustees
our issues to the Washington State
information about the charity for review.
Congressional delegation, so that they can Please include the name of the charity,
support us on the floor of the House and
what they do, and their address.
Senate when our legislation comes before
them. I want to thank the branch for the
Send the information to:
opportunity to attend the lobby trip.
NALC Branch 79 Board of Trustees, 210
Queen Anne Ave N #201, Seattle, WA
98109
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Shared Services
(National Human Resources)
1-877-477-3273
http://liteblue.usps.gov
You’ll need your Employee ID#
and your USPS PIN.

(President's Report from Front)
of NALC safety committee
members to ensure that we
have a trained NALC member
on every annual safety
inspection at every office.

Meanwhile, if you have a
safety concern at your office
or on your route and your
supervisor isn’t getting it
fixed as soon as possible,
there is a form you can and
should use to report safety
problems. Management is
required to keep a supply
of PS Form 1767 available
where all employees can get
them without having to ask.
Usually they are hanging on a
bulletin board somewhere in
the office. PS Form 1767 is a
multiple copy form. Once you
fill out your part and give it
to a supervisor, management
is obligated to promptly
investigate and immediately

correct the situation, or turn
the report over to somebody
who can correct it. They
have to respond in writing
one way or the other. If it
isn’t fixed right away, the
supervisor has to verbally
inform you of the situation’s
status at least once a week.
Make sure that you get a
copy of the form signed by
the supervisor as a receipt
confirming that you reported
the hazard. If management
decides that there’s no merit
to your safety hazard report
and you believe there is,
ask for time to discuss the
situation with your shop
steward and file a grievance.
Supervisors are required to
set the standard for accident
prevention. Hold them to it.

MEMORIAL
Brother Lenard Alverez

Brother Oscar Castaneda

Branch 79
Retired Club
Annual Luncheon
Saturday, May 6th at 1pm
Angelo’s in Burien
601 SW 153rd St
Menu Choices:
Shrimp Salad
Pollo (Chicken) Salad
Spaghetti
Baked Ravioli
Beef Cannelloni
Seafood Cannelloni
French Dip
Tax and tip, salad,
garlic bread, coffee, tea
or soda included.
$10 for club members
$15 for non-members
Yearly dues are only $4,
so you do the math.
Please RSVP to
President Pat Costello
at 206-246-8232.
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Find the right investment for your lifestyle.
Certificate of Deposits

0.65%

APY*CD
9 MO
$10K min

0.85%

APY*CD
18 MO
$10K min

1.15%

APY*CD
30 MO
$10K min

Guaranteed Money Market
0.60% APY**
6 month $10K minimum

Call 1-800-247-7328 or visit a branch nearest to you.

*Annual Percentage Yield. The following rates are current as of March 1, 2017. If you redeem your CD before it matures, you may have to pay an “early withdrawal” penalty or forfeit
a portion of the interest you earned. Special Promo CD is for funds not currently on deposit at C1CU. Minimum to open promo CD is $10,000. Rate will be indexed from our regular
certificate rates as follows: 30mo to 24mo; 18mo to 12mo; 9mo to 6mo. A penalty may be imposed for early withdrawals. The account will automatically renew at the end of the term
to the regular certificate rates (30mo to 24mo; 18mo to 12mo; 9mo to 6mo). Dividends are paid monthly by posting to an account, or by adding to the certificate balance to compound
each month. This is a limited time offer, subject to limitations and restrictions. Federally insured by NCUA.
**Annual Percentage Yield. All Community 1st Money Market Accounts are federally insured and easily accessible by check or funds transfer. Rate guaranteed for 6 months. At the
end of 6 months, the rate will convert to the Classic Money Manager rate (currently 0.10% APY). If, at any time, the account falls below $10,000, the rate will be reduced to the Share
Savings rate (currently 0.10% APY) and incur a monthly service fee. Requires a minimum opening deposit of $10,000 from funds not currently on deposit with C1CU. Fees may reduce
earnings on this account. All annual percentage yields (APYs) are accurate as of March 1, 2017. Subject to limitations and restrictions detailed in disclosures available at the time the
account is activated. This offer is available for a limited time.

Pictures from the D.C. Lobby Trip

Above (left to right) Ray br. 2038, Rick br. 79, Rick br. 130,
Brad br. 450, Brian br. 79, Jim br. 852, Carol br. 130, Al br. 351,
US Rep. Dan Newhouse (WA-4), Brandon br. 1528

Left (left to right) BJ br. 79,
Brandon br. 1528, Brad br. 450

Courtesy of Rick Horner
and Mark Myers
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Stress as Motivational Technique
-John Fletcher-

T

hanks to a trend pioneered by
some of our peers, now flying
off the handle at work is called
“Going Postal.” Outsiders often use the
term with a laugh, as if to say: “What
could possibly be so stressful about
the mail?” They seem to assume there
could be nothing worse with this job
than perhaps boredom. From this
perspective, flying off the handle in
any form seems bizarrely unfitting.
What’s next: are librarians going to start
robbing banks on their lunch breaks?
It’s loony tunes.
But outsiders don’t see what goes
on behind closed doors, and they
barely know our bosses even exist.
Bad bosses can make the easiest jobs
difficult indeed. And yes, under this
kind of leadership, a percent of workers
will go over the edge in all kinds of
ways. Physical violence is actually
the least prevalent of the symptoms.
Poor work performance, absenteeism,
accidents, and life problems are all
much more common responses to an
overly stressful work environment.
The cover letter on management’s own
worker satisfaction survey makes the
same connection: many work-related
problems are influenced by work
conditions.

Despite their ingenuine attempts to
pretend otherwise, our management,
as a functioning unit, uses stress as its
primary motivational technique. And
although some stress may have its
place, what we have here is over the top.
To understand why our management
operates this way, we should take a step
back to something foundational: life
philosophy. Everyone has a view of life.
Postal managers are not contemplative
by any means, so we are unlikely to
get much dialogue from them on their
particular philosophy. But no matter:

talk on this level is not so reliable
anyway. We all like to present ourselves
in the best way possible. If you want
to know what a person really believes,
ignore the spin, and watch how they act.
Behaviors such as those described in
this publication make it clear that the
culture-defining Postal managers in
this organization live according to the
standard corporate cliche: they assume
that life is about moving up the status
chain by getting over on other people as
best they can. Nobody wants to admit to
such beliefs openly, of course. It looks
bad. So the standard soft shoe is to
pretend to be idealists while following
a different philosophy when it comes
down to actions.
As part of all this, Postal managers
widely assume the workers are not
self-motivated to do good efficient
work. After all, they are just trying
to get over on management the way
that management is trying to get over
on them, right? That’s what life and
humanity are all about, right? So, if
that’s what the workers are, then
naturally the way to get the most out of
the workers is to put external pressure
on them to do what they really don’t
want to do on their own. The idea is
to stress them out as much as they
can bear. If workers are relaxed and
happy, they must be slacking off. And if
workers seem to want something, then
probably the opposite is going to be
better.

There are those who have amassed
wealth for themselves based on this
shallow attitude, so it certainly can
be done. But the same people might
have done better had they been more
psychologically grown up. And by
“doing better,” I mean both materially
and spiritually. Our postal managers are
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not successful at the level of magnates,
and probably never will be. But the
point still applies. Thinking people
today, including within the business
community, generally agree that a more
sophisticated view of humanity leads to
the best results at the end of the day.

I don’t believe management’s use of
stress is much of a rational choice. The
reasons run quite deep into their basic
attitude towards life and humanity, an
attitude that most of them do not even
think about. And sure, there is pluralism
of opinion amongst our managers,
so some of them are a lot better than
others. But a management culture
does in fact exist, and they all play into
it one way or another. Managers who
may see things differently still have to
play along more than they would like,
just to keep their jobs. And I can’t think
of a manager who didn’t fall into the
brainwash at least slightly, in spite of
him or herself. I would, too, in their
position. It is a very dysfunctional
culture. With that context in mind,
consider some standard ways managers
use stress as motivation. First, is the
most obvious way.
Postal managers are some of the most
hostile authority figures we will deal
with in our lives. Hostility is the most
obvious way managers use stress to
motivate. The majority of this hostility
probably comes out informally through
shaming. Managers often suggest that
workers are bad, unworthy people if
they don’t do that thing that helps the
managers’ career numbers. It plays
out all over the place during morning
commitments, for example. It could be
a tone of voice, veiled criticism, direct
criticism, or talking about the worker
in question with other workers. Some
workers, whose identity depends on
a sense of superiority to others, are
willing participants in shaming the
“unworthy” ones.

(Continued on Page 11)
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(Stress Continued from Page 10)
Anger often serves to punctuate
managerial hostility. Speaking angrily to
workers suggests punishments without
necessarily laying them out. While I can
sometimes understand the impulse to
be angry, this does not justify acting
out anger in a leadership capacity. A
civilian professional manager pretty
much always has better options. It is
the manger’s job to create a respectful
environment on the workfloor. I didn’t
say the job is easy. I just said that’s their
job.

Managers often take the
hostility up a notch with
outright threats. Rarely is
it a physical threat. Most
commonly, managers
threaten workers’
livelihoods. Discipline is
the go-to formal option
here. I wrote an article
some time ago about
being issued a seven-day
suspension for spraining
my ankle. There is only one
higher level of discipline that a carrier
can get short of removal from the Postal
Service. Basically, management was
trying to intimidate me and my peers
into not reporting accidents. The thing
was predictably dismissed through
Union adjudication. But that doesn’t
mean management didn’t get its shot.
They put a message out that they are
going after workers’ livelihoods for such
things. There are times when discipline
is a reasonable response. Management
overuses it, however, as part of a
general pattern of overusing stress.

anxiety regarding public speaking, and
you go to a therapist to help with that
so you can give a good speech at your
best friend’s wedding. You figure a
therapist should know something about
how to help. You may not know that
there are all kinds of different schools of
thought amongst therapists, and what
you get depends a lot on what door you
happen to walk through.
In this case, the therapist, a guy named
Huxley, works within an agency with
the official sounding name: “Cognitive

What does he want: to get paid for just
telling people to be perfect and having
no skill beyond that? It is completely
unprofessional. In the modern world
with thousands of thinkers spending
their careers finding ways of helping
people be their best selves, we do not
need to resort to caveman techniques.
More effective methods are available.
Indeed, that is what professionals are
paid to know.

This situation should sound familiar
to Postal workers. Our managers are
perennially mad that the
laborers for not being perfect,
despite the fact that managers
would not have a job if it were
so. Managers typically have no
interest in working with people
per se, and see their duties as
more a matter of data entry,
scheduling, attending meetings,
and collecting bonuses. The
other stuff is an apparent
intrusion. They quickly resort
to stress-raising hostilities such
as anger, shaming, and threatening, in
lieu of having actual skill at working
with people. I would not expect Postal
managers to know as much about how
to deal with problem behaviors as a
therapist. But they should at least know
better than a caveman.

They quickly resort to
stress-raising hostilities
such as anger, shaming,
and threatening, in lieu
of having actual skill at
working with people

For perspective on hostility as a
behavior-shaping technique, consider
how it works for other professionals
charged with helping people be
their best selves. Imagine you go to
a therapist for some relatively minor
problem. Say, for example, you have

Behavioral Technologies.” They seem to
have a strange method in that agency.
In your first meeting, Huxley gets angry
and shames you for getting anxious. He
then moves on to threats by informing
you that this was your verbal warning,
and if things don’t improve, he’s going
to issue progressive discipline up to
and including removal from therapy.
Then he apologizes and says he is just
following orders and if he doesn’t do all
this, his bosses will get angry with him.

Upon experiencing this, you would
hopefully conclude that the people in
this agency have no professional skill
at all. They’re just trying to stress you
into doing what they want, which is
something even a caveman can do. And
what is worse, Huxley acts like he’s mad
at you for not being perfect. How would
he even have a job if you were perfect?

I have more to say on management’s
overuse of stress as a motivation
technique. Read on in coming issues
for less obvious ways it plays out.
Categories include: “manufactured
emergencies, responsibility shell
games,” and our Postmaster’s
sentimental favorite, the “pull the rug
out technique.”
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USPS Fails Converted CCAs
(Stewards, this article is for you, too.)
-Trustee Jo Ann Pyle-

T

he Postal Service fails City Carrier
Assistants (CCAs) in many ways,
but my focus in this article is how
our employer negatively affects the
newly converted CCAs. When CCAs are
converted to regular, they need to know
some important information about their
benefits as career employees. Often,
local management doesn’t know and/
or doesn’t care to help our new career
carriers understand and receive their
benefits.
I’m hoping that not only CCAs read
this article, but also Branch 79 shop
stewards. We all need to help make sure
this stuff doesn’t fall through the cracks.
Management certainly won’t.
New career employees have only 60
days from date of conversion to sign up
for health benefits and life insurance.
There are myriad other items the
employer should be sharing with our
carriers.

Local management is required to
notify HRSSC when a carrier is being
converted to trigger the carrier
receiving their “blue book” in the mail.
The blue book arrives in shrink-wrap
and has important information. Please
open it up and take a look. Inside the
first page is a Benefits Timeframe
Notice. This is where it says what the
time frame is for health benefits and
life insurance. The book also includes
sections on dental and vision insurance
(FEDVIP), FERS, Flexible Spending
Accounts, beneficiary forms, FMLA
information and some other general
information.
Unfortunately, the blue book often
doesn’t arrive for weeks or more after
the carrier’s conversion date. This
severely cuts into the time frame to
research and make decisions about
benefits. This sometimes results in

a carrier not signing up for health
benefits and life insurance within the
time limits. If that happens, the CCA
must wait until the next open season
to sign up for health benefits. What
happens now when the carrier or their
family need those benefits? In addition
to this primary issue, the CCA is also
losing out on 76% of the premium
that the USPS contributes every pay
period. Do the math to consider what
the USPS is stealing from the new
career employee if they don’t share this
information with them. This may sound
harsh, but we have been struggling with
this problem since CCAs were created. If
this were a priority for management, it
wouldn’t still be such a problem.

All newly converted CCAs in the Seattle
District are required to attend a class
given by the Learning Development
Diversity (LDD) department of the
USPS. In our area classes are conducted
at the Everett or Seattle plant. It’s my
understanding that in District areas
that are too far to send carriers to these
classes, management is still required to
have newly converted carriers attend an
online class.
But again, management often sends
carriers weeks or months after they
are converted or not at all. This is
unacceptable. The LDD class is a total
of three hours and covers a lot of
information that a newly converted
CCA should receive. I’ve attended the
class and I believe some of what is
covered would be better given much
sooner than conversion time, but much
of the information is very important to
receive within a few days of conversion.
Not weeks, months or never at all.
Management could also send a CCA
slightly before their conversion date.
LDD can only schedule classes when
local management has requested that
one (or more) of their carriers attend.

Some of the topics covered at the LDD
class that are especially helpful are:
understanding benefits, how to use
LiteBlue, PostalEASE, leave, holidays,
FMLA, FERS, TSP, FSA, bidding,
eReassign, career advancement. All
sounds like stuff they should know
about, right?

The LDD class also provides for a half
an hour for the union to address the
carriers, in large part, to talk about
the NALC Health Benefit Plan. This is
our contractual right under Article
21 of the contract. If we don’t have
access to these carriers within a few
days of conversion, we don’t have the
opportunity to share information about
our own health plan before they may
sign up for a different plan.
The Postal Service needs to make this
a priority so that our newly converted
career employees have the information
they need. After all, these carriers
have stuck it out and hung in there in
some pretty difficult, or even horrific
conditions.

We would like our shop stewards to
help by making sure you know when
the carriers are being converted and are
they being scheduled for the LDD class.
Is it within a few days of conversion?
If this isn’t happening, please let
the branch office know. But in the
meantime, the stewards have a right
to the time on-the-clock to address the
newly converted carriers.
CCAs are, of course, invited and
encouraged to talk to your shop
steward and/or to contact the branch
office for help.
And by the way, Congratulations!
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Membership Report
As Reported at the March 2017 Branch Meeting
Secretary-Treasurer Mark Myers

New Members				
31
Left Service				
14
Transfer Out				
1
Cancelled					
0
Retired					
5
Deaths					
1
Active				
1969
Associate					
28
Total Retired			
525*
*Includes Gold Card Members 76

Total Membership		
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Congratulations
Recent Retirees
Donald Anderson
Mark Gooch
Gary Herzog
Deborah Patterson
Chin Siu

2522

Congressional Contacts
House of Representatives

WA-1 Suzan Del Bene (425) 485-0085
WA-2 Rick Larsen (425) 252-3188
WA-3 Jaime Herrera-Beutler (360) 695-6292
WA-4 Dan Newhouse (509) 452-3243
WA-5 Cathy McMorris Rodgers (509) 353-2374
WA-6 Derek Kilmer (253) 272-3515
WA-7 Pramila Jayapal (206)74-0040
WA-8 Dave Reichert (425) 677-7414
WA-9 Adam Smith (425) 793-5180
WA-10 Denny Heck (253) 208-6172

Senate

Patty Murray (206) 553-5545
Maria Cantwell (206) 220-6400
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Riverton Review

N

-Dave Heiszler-

either snow nor rain nor
heat nor gloom of night stays
these couriers from the swift
completion of their appointed rounds.
While this has been the unofficial motto
of the Postal Service for generations,
I do believe it needs to be updated to
more accurately reflect the current state
of difficulties that we as carriers face on
a daily basis. How about something like
this: Neither harassment nor scanning
nor DPS nor parcel volume stops these
carriers from the swift completion
of their marathon routes. If only
environmental conditions were all that
we had to deal with today, it would be a
happy place indeed.

Recently at my station we had a standup
where we were informed that there was
no reason we should not have 100%
scans on our MSPs. After a little thought,
I figured why stop there? There is no
reason the phones can’t be answered
within 3 rings every time. There is no
reason why the schedule isn’t posted
every week on time. There is no
reason Article 8 overtime violations
are occurring on a regular basis. For
that matter, there is no reason any of
the rules contained in the National
Agreement should be violated. After
all, these rules are well established
and have been mutually agreed to
by the parties at the National level.
Wishful thinking, but if this company
wants to survive and prosper in the
ever competitive times we are in, then
management needs to take a long and
hard look in the mirror.
Another curious standup we had
recently was to tell all of us the
importance of scanning all MSPs every
time, every day. Don’t get me wrong, I
always say if this company wants to pay
me to scan every letter, flat, mailbox…I
‘ll do it. As long as they pay me I’ll
complete whatever money-wasting task
they want. The part I felt was curious
arose from a question from the floor
concerning why we now scan 15 MSPs
when with the built-in GPS in every

scanner they are just a click away from
seeing where we are at every minute
of every day. We were told that the
MSPs must be scanned in delivery
order because the “customers” get a
notification e mail shortly before the
carrier arrives to make delivery and
this information is driven off of the
MSP scans. Naturally, as a “customer”
myself, I was compelled to ask when
this service would start. We were told
it is already in service and in fact my
manager said he gets these notifications
“all of the time.” Interesting, I receive
parcels at my home on a regular basis
from many companies that utilize the
USPS, and to date, I have received a
total of….ZERO notifications that my
item would be delivered shortly. In fact,
everyone I have asked has had the same
shipping experience that I have. I also
wonder if the P.O. wants to implement
a system like this, why base it on MSPs
and not have notifications based on real
time GPS information, you know, like
the competition does!? I’m not going to
say that we were being told things that
are not true, rather I’ll just chalk it up to
“alternate facts.”
One thing that management is using all
that new tracking ability for with our
GPS scanners is to help the customers…
Hahaha, just kidding. They are now
using this information to keep tabs on
carriers. We were recently informed
that carriers are taking multiple breaks
and are extending their lunches! When
someone asked our manager if that is
happening, why don’t they address it
with the individual rather than brow
beat the entire station? The response
was that many, many carriers are
doing it and it needed to stop! Sure
enough, the next day the investigative
interviews started. Once the carriers’
lunch location/time was established,
they were grilled why they were parked
in multiple locations for 20, 30 and
even 40 minutes without moving! Turns
out these “extended break” locations
actually turned out to be something
called “park points.” How dare the
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carrier park for 30 minutes while they
deliver two foot swings? How dare
they park for 40 minutes while they
deliver a large apartment complex!?
How can this company possible make
budget when we have carriers actually
doing their jobs!? We must put a stop to
this outrage! Oh, well, if management
wasn’t wasting time on this current
boondoggle, I’m sure they would
find some other ridiculous activity to
pursue.

Something else I find amusing is the
recent buzz phrase that is being spread
by management. I am sure you have
all heard about the “critical hour.”
That somehow the first hour of the
carrier’s day is more important than
the rest of the hours we are working.
If the first hour is “critical”, then how
about hour number two being the
“relaxing hour” and number three the
“lackadaisical hour”, number four could
be the “napping hour”, five would be
the “lunch hour”, six could be “surf the
net hour”, seven “the other lunch hour”
and eight might be “call it a day hour”….
oops, my mistake, I was just reading
from the management hand book job
description. For those in management
reading this and saying “I never go
home in 8 hours!” remember you do
have to squeeze in the other hours of
the day. Those would be harass your
carriers hour, the generate endless
useless reports hour, the never ending
telecoms hour and the ever popular get
your ass chewed in person staff meeting
hour.
For several years now the Gallop
Organization has rated the USPS the
most positive of government agencies
based on polling done amongst a vast
sampling of people across this nation.
When asked who in government is
trusted, the postal employee and the
letter carrier specifically consistently
rank at the top. Isn’t it interesting that
the same groups of employees who are
trusted and looked upon favorably by
the people of this country are also the
same folks who are looked down at and
treated shamefully by the majority of
those in management in this company?

(Continued on Page 15)
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(Riverton Review from Page 14)
Why is it that our customers who most
of us have built a great reputation with,
trust us with handling and transporting
important and valuable items with
no questions asked, yet our employer
has distain for us and wouldn’t trust
a carrier if their life depended on it?
After all, when was the last time your
boss said, “You’re doing a great job,
I really appreciate it!” or “You’re the
professional, I trust you to do your
job”, or “That’s a great idea, let’s try it
your way!” Don’t feel like you’ve been
missing out, as I would be shocked if
more than 1% of carriers hear anything
close to this kind of talk from their
management teams nationwide.
This organization’s general rule is
that the carriers are the enemy. The
carriers must be watched, monitored,
tracked, scrutinized and kept under the
Wardens…I mean Manager’s control
at all times. After all, WE CAN’T BE
TRUSTED! Funny how this attitude
runs completely opposite of what the
majority of the American public thinks.
Recently, as you’re all aware, we had a
significant snow event in Seattle. Every
media outlet available talked nonstop
about the pending snow mageddon.
Schools, transit, emergency services,

power companies and many other
folks made arrangements to prepare
and respond to this event. Guess who
appears to have been completely caught
off guard (again) and ill prepared
to operate when the snow hit? If
your station was anything like mine,
there were no attempts to schedule
extra bodies in ahead of time, no
arrangements to have vehicles chained
up and ready to go, no thought to clear
the loading area that would allow the
dispatch trucks to reach the loading
dock and certainly no expectations
that a number of employees would be
unable to make it to work at all.
Instead, the usual predictable results
occurred. Everything fell apart
and, of course, all blame is pointed
at the carriers. For me personally,
management’s incompetence resulted
in a very relaxing day. Let me explain.
My normal rotation day off the week
of the snow was to be Wed. Prior to
that time, one of my regular carriers
approached me to ask if I would be
willing to swap days off, as he had
some things to take care of on Wed. and
would rather not use a day of annual.
His day off was Monday. Not having any
plans for either day, I agreed to switch
and we submitted the required PS
3189 for approval by management. By
Sunday night I figured with the weather

Branch 79’s Yearly Picnic
Heather Sadar, Chair

Mark your calendars for our Annual Branch Picnic at Petrovitsky Park in Renton
on August 20, 2017. NALC & Craft Union Members are invited to bring family and
friends for a day of softball, food and games. I will keep you up to date on other
details as they are scheduled.
There is a 15 member maximum per softball team to include a minimum of 3
women per team. Softball is open to all NALC and Craft Union Members. Family
members 15 and over are welcome to play with proof of insurance for minors.
Get your team entered soon. The deadline to sign up will be July 23, 2017.
If you have any questions or suggestions you can call or e-mail the softball
chair, Ron Jilk or picnic chair Heather Sadar.
Heather Sadar at 425-417-1091 (sadar72@comcast.net)
Ron Jilk at 425-244-1113. See you in August!
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getting worse and the snow building,
surely I would be called to report to
work first thing Monday morning.
After all, I am currently an ODL carrier
and that goes with the territory. Come
Monday morning, surprise, no call.
In fact I had no call from the P.O. all
day long. Wow, I thought, they finally
got their act together and have things
covered. When I reported to work on
Tues., it looked like a war zone with
parcels everywhere. Routes that never
even left the station for an attempt
at delivery and a parking lot that had
zero snow removal. To top it all off, I
was the only one clocking in at 7:30 as
scheduled due to Monday’s instruction
to have everyone start at 7am on
Tuesday. Later, when I expressed my
surprise that I wasn’t contacted to come
in on Monday, I was told, “We forgot
you were off.” Oh, well, as they say, it’s
the thought that counts! Thank you,
mismanagement for the truly relaxing
day I was able to spend at home by
the fire. My hat is off to all of you who
prevailed in spite of the hurdles placed
in front of you by those tasked with
running this organization.
In solidarity,
Dave
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Photos From Branch Event @ the Museum of Flight
Photos courtesey
March 19th
of BJ Hansen
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Welcome New Members
Bruce Cloward
Hung Nguyen
Min Chen
Ly Chuong
Colin McCawley
David Massington
Shawn Ozburn
Nguyen Phuong
Torrence Turner
Christina Dean
Marquaze Ward
Duane Hill
Ralph Coolman
Chad Pace
Debbie Crowell
John Nguyen
Kwanhoe Ahn
Janet Valentine
Jason Tkachyk
Jose Gonzalez-Bouzas
Shane Hollrah
Marvin Willis
Donyea Grimes
Conrad Miyata
Daniel Twigg
Joe Beuttenmuller
Christopher Waugh
Tri Vu
Vy Pham
Bonnie Sanchez
Peter Braun
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Brookfield
Uniforms

Designers and Producers
of Highest Quality
Union Made Uniforms
Get $465 for your $420 allowance.
Seattle Odd Zips

Ken Eline

Retired Br. 79
1526 NE 165th St
Shoreline WA 98155
206-365-2659 Cell: 206-271-3053
Seattle Even Zips

Larry Anderson
Retired Br. 79
P.O. Box 69444
Seattle WA 98168
206-653-7815
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(CCA Attrition from Back)
The instructors are the District Master Trainer Pati Craig,
myself, Crystal McArthur and Ray Johnson, with more coming
on board this year. These instructors are housed at the
Federal Way Post Office. The Seattle District Coordinator is
RAA Debbie Dixon. The instructors have years of experience.
They pass along the benefits of sticking it out as a CCA and
how their career will change when they are converted.
As part of the Academy, a supervisor is present. The
supervisor also paints a positive picture of a career in the
Postal Service. Supervisors Rose Stafford of Seattle and
Andre Winslow of Auburn are a few that take part in the
Academy. Alongside the instructors, it is a combined positive
effort to put out the message of the benefits of a career in the
Postal Service.

The Seattle District Manager has shown up to the Academy
and spoken about a positive career in the Postal Service. From
his talks, I believe the sincerity of his comments and his belief
that the rate of retaining the CCA needs to be increased and a
priority.
Then they get to their office and it’s all torn down by the
boots on the ground supervisor. I have received comments
from CCAs around the district who have attended my
academies and CCAs within my own office. Points one and
two of the exit survey are real life for the CCA and continue in
2017. CCAs are leaving the Postal Service at a plus 50% rate
and the reasons why are right there.
I see the supervisors in offices like Riverton and Ballard
denying the CCA their mileage benefits. CCAs in my office
and other offices are being constantly called on the street as
to why it’s taking soo long. I am thinking if you stop wasting
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their time calling, then they could get their route done.
CCAs are being called at home and yelled at. I just don’t get
it, but I’m not the only one. The frustration of the CCA with
supervisors and management is real and the main reason
CCAs leave the Postal Service.

The Postal Service has known for over two years of what the
problems is with retaining the CCA, and yet the Postal Service,
Western Area and the Seattle District have failed to adapt a
plan. The failure rate is getting worse.
The solution is there. It’s up to the officers of Branch 79 and
upper management of the Seattle District to work together, in
conjunction with CCAs to resolve this problem of attrition, at
least in our corner of the country.
I think it’s time for a conference in the Seattle District. The
district manager, HR manager, NBA Paul Price, Branch 79
President B J Hansen, CCAs, and Academy instructors to
sit down and discuss how we as a district can improve the
retention and reduce the frustration of the CCA. It should
be every one’s goal. These new employees are the future of
the Postal Service. Let’s have a combined effort to rectify the
problem,
The remainder of the City Carrier Assistant Attrition
document sent out by the Diversity and Talent Acquisition
says:

“Our employees affect everything we do. We must help them
deliver exceptional value to our customers by creating an
environment where they feel recognized, connected and
valued. Our business depends on engaged employees that are
empowered to perform at their highest capacity.”
Good luck to all!

Where is a carrier to go

for news about working people?
Every Day the Stand is delivering AWARD WINNING news.
Every Day the Stand is updated about working people's issues.
Forget MSNBC, FOXnews, CNN and the rest.
Take a STAND for the news that is for us by us,

every day!
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(Summarized Minutes from Page 2)
Tawnie Brenner asked about the date the Postal
Record is sent out.

Dates to Remember:
•
•
•
•
•

Retired Club Pat Costello:
•
Meeting next Tuesday at IHOP.
•
May luncheon will be at Angelo’s.
Kevin & Tawnie spoke about the upcoming
branch event at the Museum of Flight.
Brooks Bennett spoke about this year’s Food
Drive.
BJ thanked Brooks for continuing to be
involved and that Tawnie is the lead this year.
Seventy-Niner Garrett Scott:
•
Deadline is Sunday
•
An ad for the Auxiliary would be
nice.
•
Discussion about the city council.
•
Thanked Chris Larsen as the assistant
editor
•
Just reread the book 1984 and read a
quote from the book.
BJ stated the book is free on Amazon Kindle.
Books are closing
Director of Insurance Michael C Keels:
•
MBA retirement account is at 3.25%.
•
Changes to MBA are coming.
Trustees’ Report:
•
Jo Ann reported that the trustees met
and found the books in good order.
MSC.
•
It was the second meeting together as
a group.
•
The membership was also informed
of the donations approved by the
officers.
Secretary-Treasurer Mark Myers:
•
Reported on the Branch finances.
MSC
•
Membership report was given.
•
Thanked John for help with CPA
audit.
•
A new adding machine arrived today
for the Trustees Group.
Good of the Order:
•
Brian spoke about the recent lobby
trip.
•
Talked about importance of
eActivist.
•
Met with Rep. Pramila Jayapal;
meeting went well.

Museum of Flight event
Retired Club		
Shop Steward meeting
Branch meeting		
Retirement Seminar

3/19/2017
3/21/2017
3/22/2017
4/12/2017
4/20/2017

Resolutions & Commendations Committee Tawnie
Brenner:
•
•
•

Motion was made to just read name of person
and the resolved. MSC
Motion was made to act in block. MSC
Tawnie read the names and the resolved for
commendations:
o Michael C. Keels
o Jo Ann Pyle
o Kevin Gottlieb
o Jaime Herrera Beutler
o Nick Vafiades
o Coby Jones
o Adam Smith
o Allie Herring
o Debbie Dixon
o Paul Price
o Derek Kilmer
o Susan Delbene
o Mats Julin
o All MSC
o Tawnie read the resolution
concerning cardigan sweaters.
MSC
o Motion was made to give a letter
of commendation to Pramila
Jayapal. MSF
o Brian stated that it’s not
appropriate to give a letter of
commendation to Jayapal at this
time.
o Brooks would like to see a letter
of appreciation from the branch.
o Pat Deagen spoke in favor of a
letter of thanks to Jayapal.
o Peggy Cooper spoke in favor of a
commendation for Cantwell.
o Motion was made to give a letter
of commendation to Pati Craig.
MSC
o Motion was made to send a letter
of appreciation to Jayapal from
the branch. MSC
o Motion was made to give a letter
of commendation to Patty Murray
and Maria Cantwell. MSC
o Motion was made to give a letter
of commendation to Jim Burke.
MSC
MDA door prizes won by Rick Horner, Wanda
Burkett(2) & Bob McLean.
Door Price won by Pat Deagen
Meeting adjourned at 8:10 PM.
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City Carrier Assistant Attrition
-Assistant Secretary-Treasurer Kevin Gottlieb-

T

he definition of attrition
according to the Oxford
Dictionary is: the action or
process of gradually reducing the
strength or effectiveness of someone
or something through sustained
attack or pressure: “the council is
trying to wear down the opposition
by attrition” synonyms: wearing
down, wearing away, weakening,
debilitation, enfeebling, sapping,
attenuation, gradual loss
That is definitely what is happening to
the CCA not only in your office, but in
the Seattle District and nationwide. For
fiscal year 2014, the national attrition
rate for City Carrier Assistants was 45%,
while in the Western Area was at 48%,
which was second only to the Pacific
Area at 50%. I have no data on the
Seattle District. This information comes
from Diversity and Talent Acquisition.
Why City Carrier Assistants Leave

Exit surveys are given to CCAs who
volunteer to resign. The top reasons are:
1. Frustration with the immediate
supervisor or “management”
– Lack of recognition,
disrespectful treatment, no
communication.
2. Schedule and Work hours –
Some expected to work fewer
hours than they were directed,
as it was a part-time position;
other indicated that they did
not work enough hours, or as

3.

many as expected.
Training – Comments
included insufficient training,
incomplete training, and
ineffective training.

The USPS says that in fiscal year 2015,
the turnover rate for CCAs was 54.24%.
An OIG report showed the annual
turnover rate for fiscal year 2016 at
59.5% for CCAs. The attrition rate is not
getting better, but getting worse at a
substantial rate.

the end of this fiscal year will improve
because of better training.

As a CCA instructor, I deal first hand
with the new CCA. I see the struggles
already while they are in class. The
biggest issue that I see during the four
days of academy is their supervisor
does not enter the hours worked and
the CCA gets no check and the hours
are entered for the following pay
check. Another issue is the CCA is being
scheduled for Sunday Amazon without
first completing their OJI training. The
CCA MUST finish OJI training before
they are ever sent out on their own.

In Fiscal year 2017, the new CCA is
attending the new City Carrier Academy,
and before attending the Academy, they
go out for one day of shadow training
During Academy the CCA is given
with an experienced carrier in the
positive attributes about a career in the
office they will be assigned to. The new
Postal Service. Most of it comes from
academy is four days long with hands
the experience of the instructors.
on training with mock delivery of a park
and loop and mounted delivery. The
(Continued on Page 18)
new carrier during the week uses the
EBR to clock in
and make all
clock moves,
cases mail, uses
the scanner,
There will be a Retirement Seminar
and follows the
flow chart and
(For Both FERS and CSRS)
many other
At the Branch 79 Office
duties a carrier
performs
210 Queen Anne Ave N
daily. It will
be interesting
to see if the
attrition rate at

Retirement Seminar Announcement

April 20th / 7 pm
Spouses are welcome.

